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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the
summer 2018 examination series.
OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars,
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has
been applied.
Please always refer to the specification https://www.ocr.
org.uk/Images/242650-specification-accredited-a-levelgce-drama-and-theatre-h459.pdf for full details of the
assessment for this qualification. These exemplar answers
should also be read in conjunction with the sample
assessment materials and the June 2018 Examiners’ report
or Report to Centres available from Interchange https://
interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
The question paper, mark scheme and any resource
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from
summer 2019. Until then, they are available on OCR
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins –
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).
It is important to note that approaches to question
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may
make small adjustments to improve the performance of
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive
changes.
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Exemplar 1

60 marks

Marat/Sade – Peter Weiss
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Marks
Concept pro-forma AO1 10/10
Communicating the meaning to the audience AO2 20/20
Performance skills 30/30
Total for unit 60/60

Examiners’ commentary
AO1 - Concept pro-forma
This part of the examination consists of three questions. Candidates are recommended to use 500 words in answering each
question.
The first question asks, ‘What are the demands of the text?’. The question goes on to advise what candidates should consider in their
answers.
This candidate makes a clear statement regarding the intentions of the playwright, and the social and political context. The
candidate is explicit about the challenges faced and makes references to a modern day performance. The candidate links all of these
to the group’s performance and their own role.
The second question asks, ‘What is your artistic vision for the performance?’. Candidates are told they must make reference to the
whole of the text. This is to ensure that in selecting an extract, candidates do not just study the extract in isolation, without
understanding the whole text. The candidate gave a very full and thorough answer to this question.
The discussion led on from what had been written in the answer to the first question, and the response is contextualised, firstly by
referencing the original intention of the playwright, and then by explaining the group’s own vision and intentions and how it related
to the original intention. There were plenty of examples given by the candidate with good references to the whole text. There were
appropriate references to the audience and the impact the group’s vision might have. The candidate also chose to consider what
impact their vision would have on choices regarding design, an appropriate response not considered by the candidate in Exemplar
3. This was a thorough and detailed answer.
The third question asks, ‘What are the most important characteristics of the role/extract that you wish to communicate to the audience
during your performance?’. Candidates are told they must give specific examples to support the characteristics they have chosen.
This is a difficult question that almost invites a narrative response with a shopping list of examples, but without any real focus. This
candidate avoided that response and provided a firm statement as to the characteristics they wanted to portray. The candidate gave
specific examples, and then followed it up by cross-referencing to the performance directed by Peter Brook.
The concept pro-forma is given an overall mark based on the evidence from the three questions and applied to the published
mark scheme. The quality of this candidate’s written communication is not as good as Exemplar 3, where the writing is smoother.
However, the candidate was able to make themselves understood clearly, and the quality of the content is such that it is assessed as
being securely in the top band.
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Exemplar 2

60 marks

Monsters – Niklas Rodstrom
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Marks
Concept pro-forma AO1 10/10
Communicating the meaning to the audience AO2 20/20
Performance skills 30/30
Total for unit 60/60

Examiners’ commentary
AO1 - Concept pro-forma
This part of the examination consists of three questions. Candidates are recommended to use 500 words in answering each
question.
The first question asks, ‘What are the demands of the text?’. The question goes on to advise what candidates should consider in their
answers.
This candidate makes a clear statement regarding the intentions of the playwright, and the social context. The candidate is explicit
about the challenges faced, explaining carefully the time constructs and that the play is part play and part documentary. They make
careful reference to a modern day performance, contrasting it with the playwright’s intentions and criticising it for its failure to reflect
them. The candidate links this to the group’s own vision, which makes a nice bridge to the second question.
The second question asks, ‘What is your artistic vision for the performance?’. Candidates are told they must refer to the whole of the
text. This is to ensure that in selecting an extract, candidates do not just study the extract in isolation, without understanding the
whole text. The candidate gave a very detailed and thorough answer to this question.
The discussion leads on from what had been written in the answer to the first question, and the response is contextualised, firstly by
referencing the original intention of the playwright, and then by explaining the group’s own vision and intentions and how it related
to the original intention. There were plenty of examples given by the candidate with good references to the whole text. There were
appropriate references to the audience and the impact the group’s vision might have. Brecht was chosen as the major performer
influence, and this was exemplified. The candidate had a clear idea of how the group wanted an audience to react and was aware of
the dangers of dealing with very sensitive material. This was a thorough and detailed answer.
The third question asks, ‘What are the most important characteristics of the role/extract that you wish to communicate to the audience
during your performance?’. Candidates are told they must give specific examples to support the characteristics they have chosen.
This is a difficult question that almost invites a narrative response with a shopping list of examples, but without any real focus. This
candidate avoided that response and provided a firm statement as to the characteristics they wanted to portray. The candidate gave
specific examples, referring to the structure of the piece and to the set and props they had decided upon.
The concept pro-forma is given an overall mark based on the evidence from the three questions and applied to the published mark
scheme. The quality of this candidate’s written communication is the best of the four exemplars.
The quality of the content is such that it is assessed as being securely in the top band.
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Exemplar 3

58 marks

Can't Pay Won't Pay – Dario Fo
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Marks
Concept pro-forma AO1 10/10
Communicating the meaning to the audience AO2 20/20
Performance skills 28/30
Total for unit 58/60

Examiners’ commentary
AO1 - Concept pro-forma
This part of the examination consists of three questions. Candidates are recommended to use 500 words in answering each
question.
The first question asks, ‘What are the demands of the text?’. The question goes on to advise what candidates should consider in their
answers. In this exemplar, the candidate tackled this question very successfully. The candidate states clearly the intentions of the
playwright, and the political and social context of the play within its social setting. The candidate might also have researched how it
might have been performed by others for modern day audiences, which is one of the prompts in the question.
The answer to the major element, the demands of the text, was more implied rather than clearly explicit. More precise signposting
towards the challenges would have been helpful. Despite this, the answer is detailed, and wide-ranging. The candidate explained
issues the group considered and how they might be overcome, providing some exemplars from the group’s preparation. The
candidate also touches on what would be the group’s intention for the piece.
The second question asks, ‘What is your artistic vision for the performance?’. Candidates are told they must make reference to the
whole of the text. This is to ensure that in selecting an extract, candidates do not just study the extract in isolation, without
understanding the whole text. The candidate gave a very full and thorough answer to this question. The discussion led on from
what had been written in the answer to the first question, and the response is contextualised, firstly by referencing the original
intention of the playwright, and then by explaining the group’s own vision and how it related to the original intention. There were
plenty of examples given by the candidate with good references to the whole text. This was a thorough and detailed answer.
The third question asks, ‘What are the most important characteristics of the role/extract that you wish to communicate to the audience
during your performance?’. Candidates are told they must give specific examples to support the characteristics they have chosen.
This is a difficult question that almost invites a narrative response with a shopping list of examples, but without any real focus. This
candidate avoided that response and provided a firm statement as to the characteristics they wanted to portray. The candidate gave
examples, and then followed it up by explaining how they wanted the role to develop, and how the character would interact with
other characters. In doing this, the candidate referred to a range of acting techniques that they would employ.
The concept pro-forma is given an overall mark based on the evidence from the three questions and applied to the published mark
scheme. The quality of this candidate’s answer placed it in the top band.
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Exemplar 4

50 marks

Can't Pay Won't Pay – Dario Fo
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Marks
Concept pro-forma AO1 8/10
Communicating the meaning to the audience AO2 17/20
Performance skills 25/30
Total for unit 50/60

Examiners’ commentary
This candidate selected the role of Costume Designer.
AO1 - Concept pro-forma
The comments for Exemplar 3 also apply to this candidate. This candidate is more specific about the challenges faced rather than
implying them, and once the intention, political and social context have been explored, moves on firmly to consider their role as a
designer and what that means for a performance of the play.
The candidate also provided a variety of sketches and drawings that demonstrated their thinking and supported the comments
made in the pro-forma, and what the examiner saw during the performance. There was evidence to back up what was written
about the research undertaken into fabrics. There are no marks for this, but the provision of such support materials allows the
examiner to understand what has been written on the pro-forma and to see the journey the candidate has been on in researching,
designing and producing costumes.
The candidate was placed in Band 5.
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The small print

We’d like to know your view on the resources we produce. By
clicking on the ‘Like’ or ‘Dislike’ button you can help us to ensure
that our resources work for you. When the email template pops
up please add additional comments if you wish and then just click
‘Send’. Thank you.
Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR, or
are considering switching from your current provider/awarding
organisation, you can request more information by completing the
Expression of Interest form which can be found here:
www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest
OCR Resources: the small print
OCR’s resources are provided to support the delivery of OCR
qualifications, but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching
method that is required by OCR. Whilst every effort is made
to ensure the accuracy of the content, OCR cannot be held
responsible for any errors or omissions within these resources.
We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the
OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.
This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as
the OCR logo and this small print remain intact and OCR is
acknowledged as the originator of this work.
Our documents are updated over time. Whilst every effort is made
to check all documents, there may be contradictions between
published support and the specification, therefore please use the
information on the latest specification at all times. Where changes
are made to specifications these will be indicated within the
document, there will be a new version number indicated, and a
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between
the specification and a resource please contact us at:
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk.
OCR acknowledges the use of the following content:
Square down and Square up: alexwhite/Shutterstock.com
Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of
resources we offer to support delivery of our qualifications:
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk

Looking for a resource?
There is now a quick and easy search tool to help find free resources
for your qualification:
www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/
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